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Madurai: For aspiring cricketers, left-armer Brad Hogg’s life could be a perfect primer on dreaming big. And that is exactly what

they got as he made a rare visit to KLN College of Engineering in Madurai for a lively chit-chat with the students. 

Not really a rag-to-riches story though, Hogg’s journey to the top had almost all the elements to be one, and every time the

retired leg spinner shared bits of it with the students, it evoked some loud cheer from them. “He was an awe-inspiring figure.

He teaches us how to aim big,” said the students. 

 

Hogg has spent most of his childhood in a sheep farm in Western Australia before going on to be a big part of his nation’s

cricketing ambitions. He attained a cult status of sorts in the latter part of his career playing T20 leagues at 40 years of age,

sharing dressing rooms with players half his age. 

 

The left arm spinner, who is commentating on Tamil Nadu Premier League Cricket, appeared well in control interacting with the

students who threw only template questions at him. “My hero is Geoff Marsh,” he said when asked about his inspirational figure

in cricket.

 

 

“Geoff grew up on a farm like me, trained hard, and worked hard. I followed his example. If you want to excel, you just have to

focus on your dreams and work hard to achieve it,” said Hogg who penned an autobiography titled Wrong’Uns. 

 

Hogg has his pick of Indian cricketers, too . “Rohit Sharma is my favourite Indian player,” he said adding Dinesh Karthik posed

the biggest challenge whenever he faced him.

 

 

Hogg was also in full of praise for former Indian captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni whom he described as the best finisher. “When
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it comes to finishing, he has the best talent. His take on Dhoni produced deafening roars in auditorium.
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